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His Predictions of the Wars??? 
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Fight over internet handover to ICANN goes 

right down to the wire 

 

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/09/08/fight_over

_internet_handover_down_to_wire/ 

When people wake up to the possibility of losing a 

freedom, such as the freedom of speech, wonderful 

things can and do happen!!  Why it’s important to be a 

VOICE when something is wrong!! 
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The US government's plan to hand over control of critical internet 

functions at the end of the month is heading for an extraordinary 

showdown next week, as Congress debates whether to block it. 

 

The current IANA contract is due to expire on September 30, at which 

point the organization that has run the contract for the past 20 years, 

ICANN, will take it over. 

 

But some in Congress, most notably Ted Cruz, are opposed to the 

transition, claiming that it will effectively give countries like China, Russia 

and Iran greater say over the internet's functioning. Cruz is making a last-

ditch effort to halt the deal, and has so far succeeded in bringing along a 

number of other skeptical Republicans. 

 

Cruz took to the Senate floor on Thursday to decry the plan. "Today our 

country faces a threat to the internet as we know it," he argued. 

"In twenty-two short days, if Congress fails to act, the Obama 

administration intends to give away the internet to an international body 

akin to the United Nations." 
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Senator John Thune has also been a frequent critic of the 

transition and of the organization due to take the reins, ICANN. 

As chair of the Senate Commerce Committee, Thune is in a 

position to put up an effective roadblock. Twice in the past, his 

committee has played a key role in placing riders on financial 

bills that prevent the US Department of Commerce (DoC) from 

using any funds to support the IANA transition. 
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What exactly will happen if ICANN doesn't get its way by 

September 30 

What happens if the IANA contract is renewed and the transition 

doesn't occur on September 30? 

Well, that all depends on what happens with the presidential elections. 

The official Republican platform has taken a very strong position 

against the IANA transition, meaning that a President Trump would 

almost certainly seek to prevent it from happening. 

Hillary Clinton's position is less clear, although it is likely she supports 

the current administration's position and would probably push for the 

transition to take place. 

The other big factor, of course, is what happens with Congress. If the 

Republicans lose either the House (unlikely) or the Senate (possible), 

then the IANA transition could sail through in a year's time with the 

details largely unchanged. If the Republicans retain control of both 

Houses, the transition is likely dead – at least in its current form. 
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As you can see there is still a fight going on to keep 

from turning over the internet – but where you need 

to really pay attention to is GOOGLE and 

FACEBOOK…..these two companies have MORE 

influence and power and are both working very 

hard to compromise all of your freedoms.  They are 

an ELITE tool used by the adversary!!! 
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http://www.dcclothesline.com/2016/09/11/us-govt-to-shut-down-

right-wingers-critics-of-islam/ 

A pilot project launched by Google’s startup incubator and a British IT 

company will target potential Islamic State recruits – and also the American 

far right – with new software that pairs violence-related search entries with 

anti-extremism ads. 

 

Islamic State (IS, formerly ISIS/ISIL) has made extensive use of online and 

social media platforms to spread its vision of radical Islam or lure recruits to 

wage jihad in Syria and Iraq. 

Now the world’s largest search engine has announced an unconventional 

project that aims to help counter extremists’ propaganda messages and de-

radicalize those in danger of falling under their influence. 
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Jigsaw, a technology incubator run by Google, has teamed up 

with London-based startup Moonshot CVE to design 

technology capable of redirecting a potential Islamist browsing 

for IS-related words and phrases to creative anti-extremist 

messages or videos. 

“In the UK, if someone in their Facebook profile picture has a 

swastika and is pointing a gun at the camera, that person is 

committing a crime. In the US, there is absolutely nothing wrong 

with that.” 

While the project team admits that it is difficult to evaluate the 

qualitative results so far, it insists it could be a powerful anti-

extremism tool in future.  
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The Jigsaw project to date includes 30 ad 

campaigns and 95 unique ads in English and 

Arabic, but the de-radicalization effort will not be 

limited to Islamic State. 

 

In a second phase – set to begin later this year – 

Moonshot CVE and US-based company Gen Next 

are planning to deploy the same technology to 

blunt far-right messages in North America. 

“The interesting thing about how they behave is 

they’re a little bit more brazen online these days 

than ISIS fan boys,” Ross Frenett, co-founder of 

Moonshot, told the Intercept. 

 



http://www.jeffereyjaxen.com/news/who-flow-chart-on-how-to-respond-to-

vaccine-deniers-in-public 

According to the WHO, those who question 

"science" and "experts" are chopped up into three 

categories: a vaccine refuser, a vaccine skeptic or a 

vaccine denier. Each one of the three labels, 

according to the WHO, can be found on what they 

call the vaccine "hesitancy continuum." The 

"vaccine denier" refers to "a member of a subgroup 

at the extreme end of the hesitancy continuum." 
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The WHO refers to those 

that don't believe in 

vaccines or question their 

effectiveness and safety 

"adversaries." The 

document concludes with a 

chapter titled "How to 

Protect Yourself." The 

chapter warns "In extremely 

rare circumstances your 

personal safety and security 

may be 

compromised by your pro-

vaccination viewpoint." 

Furthermore, the WHO 

document cautions the 

public health official to "Be 

aware that your evidence 

and opinion may put your 

personal safety in jeopardy."  
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Overall the document reads like a military PSYOPS manual on how to properly 

craft and deliver specific messaging to a conquered enemy force. Given the 

massive amounts of scientific corruption, conspiracy "facts" and political 

revolving doors with vaccine manufacturers (i.e. Julie "Merck" Gerberding), 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 the WHO's document is glimpse to a future where forced medicine, 

directed by drug manufacturers, will give the public no quarter. At face 

value, the instructions and wording are just plain creepy in our current 

atmosphere of eroding health freedom. Furthermore, it is important to keep in 

context that just six months before this document's release, the WHO was 

caught (in their own internal emails) in a coordinated effort to mislead 

investigators and fraudulently conceal the dangers of the human papilloma virus 

vaccine.  
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The Hidden Symbolism of “Stranger Things” 
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The immensely popular series Stranger Things puts in the forefront of 

popular culture the disturbing world of MKULTRA, mixed with a heavy 

dose of fantasy and science fiction. Through its story and symbolism, the 

series tell a deeper truth about its subject matter, one that not many might 

believe or accept. 
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The “Viral” KENZO World Ad 

Actually Celebrates Illuminati 

Mind Control  

 

(This is a clothing company for 

both men and women) 

 

Kenzo is a French luxury house 

founded in 1970 by Japanese 

designer Kenzo Takada. Kenzo 

Takada was born in Japan and 

moved to Paris in 1964 to start his 

fashion career, 

 

 

This French brand has always had a strong penchant for using Monarch 

mind control symbolism in their advertising campaigns. Here are some 

examples. 
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A head full of butterflies = Mind 

taken over by Monarch 

programming. 
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Creepy hands as puppet master = MK handler. 
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Hands pinning down MK slaves 

who are wearing All-Seeing Eyes 

all over. 
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Going “through the looking glass” – an Alice in Wonderland 

reference used in MK programming to represent dissociation. 
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Surrounded by eyes but can’t 

see anything = Being an MK 

slave. 

 

 

 

 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/movi

esandtv/viral-kenzo-world-ad-

actually-tribute-illuminati-

mind-

control/?utm_source=wysija&

utm_medium=email&utm_ca

mpaign=kenzo 



Camp Hero Base in Montauk, NY. 

Montauk is the site of 

Camp Hero, the military 

base where the infamous 

and widely speculated 

Montauk Project took 

place. 
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The events on Long Island have come to be 

known as The Montauk Project. This phrase 

refers to a series of top-secret experiments 

in mind control, time travel, psychotronics, 

and the creation of black holes. These 

experiments were based out of an old Air 

Force radar station, or more accurately, in a 

vast complex hidden in the earth beneath 

this radar station. 24 



Apparently there are many levels beneath ground that were used for 

research and the base was really a cover-up. Some people say it is 

absolutely documented that there is a subterranean city beneath the 

base that is still being used today by secret branches of the military. 

People say that the radar equipment was built as a cover up so that 

the military could conduct experiments in time travel and mind control 

and this is what all the electronics equipment was for. The Montauk 

Air Force Station was said to have carried out numerous terrible 

experiments in cooperation with many research laboratories on Long 

Island. Apparently, this base was also in cooperation with Mitchell Air 

Force Base on Long Island. 
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According to legend, the base actually lost 

its funding in the late 1960s because the 

radar technology was obsolete, but was 

open until 1983. The area is now a New York 

state park, but the buildings are intact and 

radar equipment remains standing. Also, 

from what I learned, what is really strange is 

that while the government gave the land to 

the state, it still owns the land beneath the 

base. 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/moviesandtv/true-story-hidden-symbolism-behind-

stranger-

things/?utm_source=wysija&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=stranger 
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The first phase of 

government mind control 

development grew out of the 

old occult techniques which 

required the victim to be 

exposed to massive 

psychological and physical 

trauma, usually beginning in 

infancy, in order to cause the 

psyche to shatter into a 

thousand alter 

personalities which can 

then be separately 

programmed to perform any 

function (or job) that the 

programmer wishes to to 

"install".  

Each alter personality 

created is separate 

and distinct from the 

front personality. 

The 'front personality' 

is unaware of the 

existence or activities 

of the alter 

personalities. Alter 

personalities can be 

brought to the surface 

by programmers or 

handlers using 

special codes, 

usually stored in a 

laptop computer. The 

victim of mind control 

can also be affected 

by specific sounds, 

words, or actions 

known as triggers.  
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The second phase of mind 

control development was 

refined at an underground 

base below Fort Hero on 

Montauk , Long Island (New 

York) and is referred to as 

the Montauk Project. The 

earliest adolescent victims of 

Montauk style programming, 

so called Montauk Boys, 

were programmed using 

trauma-based techniques, 

but that method was 

eventually abandoned in 

favor of an all-electronic 

induction process which 

could be "installed" in a 

matter of days (or even 

hours) instead of the many 

years that it took to complete 

trauma-based methods.  



PSYCHOTRONICS – COINED BY ZDENEK REJDAK – TO DEFINE WEAPONS 
THAT CONTROL THE HUMAN MIND, WHERE SPECIAL ELECTROMAGNETIC 

RADIATIONS ARE USED. 
 

DR. PAT FLANAGAN, KNOWN FOR HIS WORK ON THE ‘NEUROPHONE” 
WHICH SENDS MESSAGES DIRECTLY TO THE BRAIN – HIS WORK IS 

CONTROLLED BY THE NSA. 
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http://stopthecrime.net/docs/bailey%20mind%20control.pdf 39 
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http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/predator-invisibility-camouflage-

drone-mind-control-ballistic-vests-and-exoskeletons-feature-at-future-land-force-

conference-in-adelaide/news-story/30355c5580d092749f0f1d6e82132d19 

NATURE has examples of parasites that 

can turn animals into zombies, using 

mind control to persuade the 

unsuspecting hosts to do their bidding. 

A similar principle is being developed to 

counter an emerging threat to security – 

aerial drones. 

 

A new age of warfare is near — and it’s a situation of mind over matter. 



http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/article.cf

m?recent_news_id=580 

Is Drone Swarm Technology (Locust) A Harbinger Of Revelation 9? 
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Drone swarms are about to change the face 

of modern warfare and some prophecy 

watchers find both the technology and name 

of the US Naval program behind it perhaps 

more than coincidence. The US navy 

recently demonstrated its Low-Cost UAV 

Swarming Technology (LOCUST) program by 

putting 30 drones flying together in perfect 

formation. 
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What makes the swarm unique is that any hostile 

aircraft, manned or unmanned, can be brought down by 

a single missile, but a swarm can take multiple hits and 

keep going. The drones are self-reconfiguring so that if 

one drone gets taken out, the others autonomously 

change their behavior to complete the mission. 
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Several test simulations by the Navy have 

shown that drone swarms are consistently able 

to get past ship defenses that are geared 

towards shooting down single planes. This 

weakness means it makes sense to attack an 

enemy ship with a large number of cheap 

drones rather than one missile costing the 

same. Ironically, the best counter to drone 

swarm attacks being studied is a defensive 

drone swarm that can intercept the offensive 

ones. 
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Most try to equate Rev: 9 – 

but there’s a part they miss.. 

Rev: 1-5  And out of the smoke locusts came forth to the earth, and 

power, authority and jurisdiction was granted, permitted and given to 

them like the scorpions, which being associated with punishment, of the 

earth have power, authority, and jurisdiction. Then it was told to them 

that they should not damage, harm or injure any green plant or any tree, 

except those people who lack and are without the seal and mark of 

Yahuah on their foreheads. And it was permitted, allowed and granted to 

them that they should not intentionally and knowingly kill them, but that 

they would be tormented, harassed, battered, become extremely 

troubled and experience anguish five months, and their torment and 

experience of unbearable physical pain and extreme mental distress is 

like the torment and unbearable physical pain of a scorpion when it 

stings, strikes and wounds a person. 
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IS POKEMON A PSYOP? 

http://www.thedailysheeple.com/pokemo

n-go-is-an-orwellian-cia-government-

surveillance-psyop_072016 

Lots of apps have sketchy privacy 

policies, that’s nothing new. But the first 

set of alarms go off as soon as you 

realize that Pokémon Go’s policy does 

seem a bit more liberal than most, 

because not only are you giving 

Pokémon Go access to your location 

and camera, you’re also giving it full 

access to your Google account 

(assuming you use that to sign in). 
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As TechCrunch explained, Pokémon-loving millennials are far 

less likely to object to a few extra permissions when its Squirtle 

staring them in the face as they abandon their every g-given 

freedom than they do when Google reads their email. 

 

 

And it’s not like Pokémon Go itself doesn’t already have a direct(-

ish) line to the CIA. 
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https://carm.org/what-is-pokemon 

Is Pokemon dangerous?  Potentially, yes 

it is.  It conditions the child who plays the 

game into accepting occult and 

evolutionary principles.  Haunter can 

hypnotize, eat a person's dreams, and 

drain their energy.  Abra reads minds.  

Kadabra emits negative energy that 

harms others.  Gastly induces sleep. 

Gengar laughs at peoples' fright.  Nidoran 

uses poison.  The Psychic type of 

Pokemon are among the strongest in the 

game.  Charmander, Haunter, Ivysaur, 

Kadabra, and many more evolve.  The 

children are taught to use these creatures 

to do their will by invoking colored energy 

cards, fights, and commands. Much of it 

is reminiscent of occult and eastern 

mysticism. 
48 



https://carm.org/what-is-pokemon 
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http://blackbag.gawker.com/pokemo

n-go-is-a-government-surveillance-

psyop-conspirac-1783461240 

We’re all government pawns 

 

So what exactly is the New World 

Order planning to do with our 

precious and meticulously 

collected data? They could take a 

few different paths, though they all 

boil down to the fact that we’re all 

cogs in Professor Willow’s great, 

big government machine. 

 

Considering that one of Big 

Brother’s favorite pastimes is 

watching its citizens at all times 

always and forever, Pokémon Go is 

an ideal vessel for its many, many 

eyes. It’s addicting (kids, adults, 

and conspiracy-loving bloggers for 

Gawker.com can’t seem to put the 

thing for more than ten minutes at 

a time). And it has access to pretty 

much our entire phone, meaning 

tons of personal data and monster 

tracking capabilities: 50 



http://allnewspipeline.com/Hillary_Mentally_Ill_As_America_Burns.php 

Has 'Plague Of Demons' Illuminati 

Card Game Card Been 

Unleashed Upon America Or Is 

The Nationwide Outbreak Of 

Demonic Possession Due To 

'Hellary'? 

Interestingly enough, the 'Illuminati 

card game' card 'Plague of Demons' 

shows a 'pack of evil' running rampant 

in Washington DC. Telling us that the 

'power of the attack' is 10 plus the 

power of the group 'summoning the 

demons', we're also told that if the 

'attack succeeds', the target is 

'devastated' or 'completely destroyed'. 

Is this what Hellary and the demonic 

globalists have planned for America? 
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It comes as no surprise to anyone who has been paying attention to 

what has long been happening to our country that we're now witnessing 

what some have called an unprecedented outbreak of demonic behavior 

at the same time as we have an individual in the running for the highest 

office of the land who is morally and spiritually bankrupt and a 

pathological liar.  

 

While war crimes charges should be awaiting her, and with American 

blood all over her hands, someone who many Americans believe is pure 

evil is the epitome of America's descent into madness today. As we 

read in today's headlines shared below, an America that has not only 

'lost' Gd but has seemingly had a 'plague of demons' unleashed upon 

us.  
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http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/u-s-alarm-unprecedented-demonic-outpouring/
http://www.breitbart.com/radio/2016/08/05/sheriff-david-clarke-hillary-clinton-a-morally-bankrupt-pathological-liar/
http://www.breitbart.com/radio/2016/08/05/sheriff-david-clarke-hillary-clinton-a-morally-bankrupt-pathological-liar/
http://usuncut.com/politics/hillary-clinton-foreign-policy-record/
http://usuncut.com/politics/hillary-clinton-foreign-policy-record/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/06/former-reagan-official-benghazi-report-hillary-clinton-blood-hands-video/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/06/former-reagan-official-benghazi-report-hillary-clinton-blood-hands-video/
http://allnewspipeline.com/Billy_Bob_Lobotomized_Hillary_Trolls_America.php
http://allnewspipeline.com/Billy_Bob_Lobotomized_Hillary_Trolls_America.php
http://allnewspipeline.com/MSM_To_Admit_Hillary_Has_Mental_Health_Issues.php
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2016/07/21/have-lost-our-way-america-only-god-can-help-us-get-back-home.html
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2016/07/21/have-lost-our-way-america-only-god-can-help-us-get-back-home.html
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2016/07/21/have-lost-our-way-america-only-god-can-help-us-get-back-home.html
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On the day of a US Veterans 'Commander-in-Chief' 

forum, the new story from Ray Starmann over at US 

Defense Watch tells us that the US Military has 

never gone to DEFCON 1 but under a President 

Hillary Clinton, that's a very real possibility. As was 

reported across the alternative media recently (while 

being totally neglected by the MSM), Hillary recently 

threatened war with Russia over rumored hacking 

and cyber security issues. The hacks exposed her 

crimes had put Americans lives in danger and our 

national security at risk.   

 

http://allnewspipeline.com/World_War_3_On_The_H

orizon.php 
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John Whiteside Parsons, who specialized in jet 
propulsion and L. Ron Hubbard, former Naval 

intelligence were both involved in a special 
project carried out in the California desert from 
1945-1946 involving part of a black witchcraft 
ceremony known as “Babylon Working”, which 
was designed by Aleister Crowley, who died in 
1947.  1947 was also the same year as the 

Roswell UFO crash, as well as the 
implementation of the National Security Act. 
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An arial view of Trementina Base, in the 

New Mexico desert, where the Church of 

Scientology has allegedly carved a huge 

message visible from space. 
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Parsons and Hubbard’s purpose:  They performed a 
series of ceremonies which were to unseal an 

interdimensional gateway that had been sealed in 
antiquity, thereby allowing other dimensional entities 

known as the “old ones” access to our 
space/time/contiuum. 

 
In 1947 – Roswell – a massive presence of UFO’s 

began to manifest in the southwest of the U.S. 
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Ex-Satanist Details Illuminati Spiritual Plan  

 

http://henrymakow.com/ex-satanist-details-

illuminati-spiritual-plan.html 

The goal of Satanists is to  

eventually have demonic spirits 

materialize in the guise of 

benevolent beings. According to a 

former Illuminati, they will use 

rituals, dimension portals and 

blood sacrifice to make this 

happen.  
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DEMON’S IN ALIENS CLOTHING 

 

http://www.conspiracyarchive.com/UFOs/demons_aliens_clothes.htm 

The Mojave Desert in California has it's share of military bases involved in 

"black projects", ranging from research and development of "advanced" 

aircraft to MKULTRA mind control operations (Edwards AFB, Ft. Irwin, and 

China Lake Naval Weapons Center). Coincidentally, it was the area where 

Charles Manson and family resided in the late 1960's. It was also the general 

location described in the book, Outside the Circle of Time (1980) by Kenneth 

Grant. A portion of the book states, "John Whiteside Parsons [who 

specialized in jet propulsion] and L. Ron Hubbard, founder of Scientology 

[and former Naval Intelligence Officer] were involved in a special project 

during 1945 and 1946... This special project which was carried out in the 

California desert, was a part of magical ceremonies [black witchcraft] known 

as the 'Babylon Working', designed by Aleister Crowley, who died in 1947 

[year of the alleged Roswell UFO crash and the implementation of the 

National Security Act]...  
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The purpose of the series of ceremonies performed by Parsons and 

Hubbard was to unseal an interdimensional gateway, that had been 

sealed in antiquity thereby allowing other dimensional entities known as 

the 'Old Ones' access to our space/time continuum. The culmination of 

the ceremonies was reported to have been successful, having resulted 

in the establishment of 'extra-terrestrial contact'... Crowley left behind a 

drawing of his invisible mentors or as he called them, 'Secret Chiefs' 

[spirit guides], entitled LAM. This entity has a very large head on a small 

body, a pointed chin, and a little slit of a mouth [description compares 

favorably to the 'Greys']."  
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A ‘Star Child’ Speaks out: I can ‘heal water,’ calls for 

society to WAKE UP 

http://www.ancient-code.com/a-star-child-speaks-out-i-

can-heal-water-calls-for-society-to-wake-up/ 

In recent years, people are starting to think about alien life on a whole other 

level. Thinking about life, we are coming to accept that it is possible that there 

are things in the universe that go beyond our current understanding. Life does 

not have to be physical in order to exist. 

While the story might sound fascinating and unbelievable to some, people 

around the world are convinced that among us live Star Children, and Indigo 

children. 
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Star Children 

Star children are children who have been sent here from all areas of the Universe to 

help the earth and the people on it. They possess psychic, spiritual, and other extra 

sensory abilities. These children will bring peace, topple corrupt systems, and shift 

dimensional consciousness in the years to come. They have come here on special 

assignment to assist in this rebirth into a higher dimensional earth.  

 

Star children are different, thank God. As of now, our Star children have been divided 

into three categories: Indigo, Crystal, and Rainbow. Star children have chosen 

specific parents who will help them develop their natural abilities. So if you are a 

parent of a child you know is different, your child probably chose you to help them 

help others in their spiritual path. How lucky you are to be the chosen parent of one of 

these incredibly gifted souls here to help this earth. 

 

The most wonderful aspect of Star children is their willingness to take on the world 

and learn to make their own way through it. Star children will get to the point where 

they are able to mold society into something that reflects their energies and values. 

The truth that they hold and defend so well will reflect their integrity and spirituality.  
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The Indigo Children  

Parents often like to feel their children are special. There are have always been 

psychically gifted children and those who seem to have some power to heal. In this 

age, channeler named Lee Carroll coined the term Indigo Children allowing parents 

of children with emotional problems and learning disabilities to feel special when 

they cannot fit into mainstream. 

 

We now recognize ADD, dyslexia, and other disorders that can be treated. Adults I 

have met, who grew up with these problems, tell me they wish they had been 

understood as children and taught in special programs, placed on proper diets, and 

on needed medication. The depressed child and adult hears voices in their head, 

can't focus to learn and needs understanding, often becoming lethargic with 

thoughts of suicide. These 'Indigo Children' were challenged on many levels and 

now must find themselves as they reach adulthood. 
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The Crystal Children 

It's the same description as the Indigo Children, more updated name. These are 

children are supposedly very psychic and sensitive. These children will be multi-

faceted and able to see out of the box, yet must also play and find their way in 3D 

so they do not become isolated and alone. They too will have issues.  

 

Did you grow up as a Star Child waiting to reunite with your ET family? An Indigo 

Child, from the Blue Ray and needing help? A Crystal Child with psychic gifts? 

This is all the same, higher frequency calling us HOME.  
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Black Eyed Children - BECs 

Hybrid Breeding Program  (think Dulce Base in NM) 

 

I don't know much about this subject of black eyed kids. It is 

demonically creepy so be warned if you are sensitive. 

However ignorance of this subject is not a good idea as the 

spiritual war we are in escalates. Even Christians have been 

confronted by these entities. Personally I don't believe the 

return of the nephilim in these last days is going to primarily 

manifested as giants as it was before the flood. From what I 

have learned I believe there are going to be a host of hellish 

creatures invading the physical realm and our shadow 

government is deeply involved in it in their underground 

bases. They are probably releasing the products of some of 

their genetic hybridization a little at a time for testing purposes 

and black eyed kids could be one of these. They may even be 

interdimensional as some "alien" encounters have proven to 

be. 

http://calltodiscernment.blogspot.com/2013/04/hybrid-

breeding-program.html 
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"BECs have, as the name implies, black eyes, completely 

void of color or light. No pupils, no irises, just dead-looking 

black eyes. In fact, some witnesses say their eyes seem to be 

bottomless pools of blackness. These children, typically 

between the ages of 8 and 16, have very pale skin, some 

people say it even looks plastic, or artificial, but other than 

that they look like normal children. Witnesses say they either 

dress in drab clothes, generally blue jeans and a hoodie, or 

they wear very old-fashioned, handmade clothing, similar to 

what Amish people wear. Sometimes they travel in pairs, 

sometimes in groups and sometimes you'll see just one. 

Regardless, these BECs seem to evoke an instant feeling of 

terror. Not just suspicion or even fear. But pure, gut-

wrenching...mind-numbing terror." 
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"Weatherly (David Weatherly who has youtubes and 

books on this subject) postulated that these sinister 

children could be interdimensional beings that come 

into our level of existence in order to feed off the energy 

of fear that they create by their interactions. 

Interestingly, one abductee he interviewed said that the 

Black Eyed Child she encountered was an alien-human 

hybrid, and she was his mother." 
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Speaking of weird and unsavory, if there's one thing that really excites Thiel, 

it's the prospect of having younger people's blood transfused into his own 

veins. 
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In Monterey, California, about 120 miles from San Francisco, a company 

called Ambrosia recently commenced one of the trials. Titled "Young Donor 

Plasma Transfusion and Age-Related Biomarkers," it has a simple protocol:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Healthy participants aged 35 and older get a transfusion of blood plasma 

from donors under 25, and researchers monitor their blood over the next two 

years for molecular indicators of health and aging. The study is patient-

funded; participants, who range in age from late 30s through 80s, must pay 

$8,000 to take part, and live in or travel to Monterey for treatments and 

follow-up assessments. 
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There are widespread rumors in Silicon Valley, where life-extension 

science is a popular obsession, that various wealthy individuals from 

the tech world have already begun practicing parabiosis, spending 

tens of thousands of dollars for the procedures and young-person-

blood, and repeating the exercise several times a year. In our 

April 2015 interview, Thiel was seemingly explicit that parabiosis was 

something he hadn't "quite, quite, quite started yet." A Thiel Capital 

spokesman said nothing had changed since then. 
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Peter Thiel 
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Bill Maris 
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Martine Rothblatt 
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Peter Thiel’s blood harvesting was tried by the Soviets a century ago 

It sounds like the stuff of science fiction, because it is. The Russian novelist and 

scientist Alexander Bogdanov wrote about parabiosis in his 1908 novel Red 

Star, in which a socialist hero travels to Mars and discovers that the collectivized 

Martian population is using blood transfusion to cheat death. 

 

In 1926, he set about realizing his futuristic vision as the new head of a Soviet 

institute for blood transfusion research. “Blood transfusions have enormous 

scientific and social import,” he wrote in a newspaper article announcing the 

new center. According to Nikolai Krementsov’s detailed biography, Bogdanov 

hoped to bring about a society defined by “physiological collectivism,” and 

began experimenting with transfusion as early as 1923. 

After performing 11 transfusions on himself, he remarked upon “the 

improvement of his eyesight, suspension of balding, and other positive 

symptoms.” His 12th transfusion, however, proved fatal, after he used the blood 

of a student sick with malaria. Bogdanov was still in his early 50s 
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MAN MADE VIRAL 

DESTRUCTION 
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Coincidence: Kansas Kids Mysteriously Ill…In the Same Town as the 

Forthcoming DHS Bio-Safety Level 4 Lab 

 

http://www.dcclothesline.com/2016/09/15/coincidence-kansas-kids-mysteriously-illin-

the-same-town-as-the-forthcoming-dhs-bio-safety-level-4-lab/ 

Manhattan, Kansas 

is in the news due 

to a mysterious 

illness sweeping 

through schools 

and making 

hundreds of 

children ill.  

Symptoms include the necessity to 

go home due to stomach issues like 

nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. At 

first, officials thought it was norovirus 

(highly contagious stomach flu). 

Indeed, the media reports and 

officials were certain it was norovirus 

and a major outbreak had practically 

downed a Nevada school last year. 

However, as the sickness continues, 

this idea has been abandoned even 

though it spreads in a similar manner. 
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As sorry as I feel for the 

children involved, this 

type of mystery illness 

is nothing to what may 

be waiting for them in 

the future due to the 

last reason that 

Manhattan, Kansas 

made headlines. 

Although it isn’t due to be 

fully operational by 2023, 

this same town is the 

controversial new site for 

the Bio-Safety Level 4 

research facility that was 

formerly stationed off the 

US Mainland to keep an 

incident that reads like 

something from Stephen 

King’s book, The Stand, 

from happening. 
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A few years ago, the Department of Homeland Security decided that the 

best thing they could do with the Plum Island Research Facility was to 

move it from its relatively isolated location, off the tip of Long Island, 

New York, to Manhattan Kansas. Because it wasn’t bad enough to 

deliberately mess around with deadly germs and viruses off the shores 

of the mainland. 
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In late May of 2015, ground was broken for the new National Bio and 

Agro-Defense Facility: 

“The new facility will focus biosafety level 3 agriculture (BSL-3Ag) research 

on dangerous livestock diseases such as African swine fever and foot-and-

mouth disease (FMD) and will focus its BSL-4 research on such deadly 

pathogens as the Hendra and Nipah viruses, which are zoonotic pathogens 

that can be transmitted from animals to humans and for which no treatment 

is available.” 
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MANHATTAN KANSAS – A UNIVERSITY TOWN – AND 

ONLY 56 MILES TO TOPEKA… 

In addition to the threat to the food 

supply should something like Foot and 

Mouth Disease escape from the lab, the 

risk to the inhabitants of Manhattan 

should one of these deadly pathogens 

escape is incredibly high. The primary 

host of Nipah virus in the United States 

would be pigs. 
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According to the USDA, there 

were almost 2 million hogs in 

Kansas as of March this year. 

What could possibly go wrong? 

Humans can contract Nipah from 

infected pigs.  If they do, 

encephalitis develops and 

supportive care is given until 

recovery or death occurs. That’s 

it.  There’s nothing else you can 

do. Human-to-human 

transmission has been reported 

in every outbreak. The CDC has 

a full overview of Nipah virus. 
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In the Malaysia and Singapore outbreak, Nipah virus infection was 

associated with close contact with Nipah virus-infected pigs. 

In Bangladesh and India, where Nipah virus infection is more frequent, 

exposure has been linked to consumption of raw date palm sap and 

contact with bats. Importantly, human-to-human transmission has been 

documented and exposure to other Nipah virus infected individuals is also 

a risk factor. 
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Hendra virus (HeV) is a member of the family Paramyxoviridae 

and one of two virus species in the genus Henipavirus (the 

other being Nipah virus). HeV was first isolated in 1994 from 

specimens obtained during an outbreak of respiratory and 

neurologic disease in horses and humans in Hendra, a suburb 

of Brisbane, Australia. 

The natural reservoir for Hendra virus has since been identified 

as the flying fox (bats of the genus Pteropus). 

Since 1994 and as of 2013, Hendra virus infections in humans 

remain rare; only seven cases have been reported. 

 

After an incubation of 9-16 days, infection with Hendra virus 

can lead to respiratory illness with severe flu-like signs and 

symptoms. In some cases, illness may progress to 

encephalitis. 

Although infection with Hendra virus is rare, the case fatality is 

high: 4/7 (57%). 
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http://www.ancient-code.com/happen-humans-disappeared-earth/ 

This WOULD happen if humans 

DISAPPEARED from EARTH 
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If all of a sudden mankind 

vanished from the surface 

of planet Earth, changes 

would happen within 

HOURS. 

 

In fact, in just a couple of hours after, lights around the globe would go out 

since power plants would run out of fuel, and solar panels would become 

covered by dirt. The only power plants running would be those powered by 

hydroelectric energy. 

Domesticated animals and those on farms would leave their prison in 

search for food. 

Lice would become extinct. 
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Around one month after humans disappeared 

from the planet, the cooling water in nuclear 

power plants would evaporate. This would 

lead to a series of disasters around the world, 

even stronger than Fukushima and Chernobyl. 

A year after humans disappeared from Earth, 

satellites orbiting Earth would start falling 

from their orbits, creating fascinating yet 

strange ‘falling skies’ visible from the surface 

of the planet. 
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Some twenty-five years after, vegetation would cover the surface of the 

globe, while some cities would be buried beneath thick layers of sand. 

The Panama Canal disappears by the advance of the vegetation, and the 

Americas have reunited again. Vegetables degrade to a phase where they 

become inedible.  (That would be thanks to Monsatan) 

One hundred years after mankind vanished from Earth all animals 

considered as endangered species recover their population to the original 

number before the evolution of human beings. Their distribution, however, 

will be much different since it was humans who migrated them to different 

areas. 
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Three hundred years after, buildings made of 

metal, bridges, and towers would start 

deteriorating and crumble due to corrosion. 

 

(I think it will be a lot sooner than 300 years since 

it’s already happening) 
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Five hundred years after, city suburbs will be invaded by forests. 

Trees and vegetation will begin to grow between the remains of 

dishes, kitchen appliances, aluminum and stainless steel. 

Chernobyl 

happened in 1986 – 

this is before and 

after, thinking it’s 

taking a LOT less 

than 500 years for 

Forests, Trees and 

Vegetation to begin 

to overtake man’s 

creations. 
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Enoch 45:2-6 They shall not ascend to heaven, and they shall not 
come on the earth.  Such shall be the lot of the sinners who have 

denied the name of Yahuah of spirits, who are preserved for the day 
of suffering and tribulation.  On that day My Elect One shall sit on 

the throne of honor and shall try the works of the righteous, and their 
places of rest shall be innumerable.  And their souls shall grow strong 
within them when they see My Elect One, and those who have called 

on My esteemed name.  Then I will cause My Elect One to dwell 
among them.  I will transform heaven and make it an eternal blessing 
and light, and I will transform the earth and make it a blessing, and I 
will cause My elect ones to dwell on it.  And the sinners and evildoers 
shall not set foot on it.  For I have seen and satisfied My righteous 

ones with peace and have caused them to dwell before Me, but for the 
sinners there is judgment impending with Me, so that I shall destroy 

them from the face of the earth. 
 


